High Availability, Durability, and
Disaster Recovery for Your
Relational Databases
Whether you need to expand HA and DR capabilities for a current
database or you’re looking to adopt a new database, Amazon
Relational Database Service (RDS) oﬀers consistency, scalability,
and durability. Deploy across multiple Availability Zones (locations)
and regions and be conﬁdent your data is always within reach.
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Amazon RDS:
A managed relational database available
with a choice of database engines
MySQL

Oracle

PostgreSQL

SQL Server

MariaDB

Amazon Aurora

A MySQL- and PostgreSQL-compatible
database built for the cloud

Stay up and running
Ensure consistent access to your data with Multi-AZ deployments and read replicas.

Multi-AZ deployments
Physically distinct, independent infrastructure per
Availability Zone (AZ)
Primary database instance + standby instance in a
diﬀerent AZ
No need for manual administrative intervention

Standby instances

Active/Passive

Synchronous data replication
option for Amazon RDS

99.5%
uptime

Reduced
latency

Typical RTO

30–120 sec

Always in a separate AZ
Automatic failover

Read replicas

Active/Active

Asynchronous data replication
In-region read replicas
increase performance of
primary instance

Choice between primary or
secondary AZ

Workload can scale to 5
replicas, relieving pressure
on source DB

Automatic failover

99.5%
uptime

Reduced
latency

Typical RTO

30–120 sec

Scale elastically beyond
capacity constraints of a
single DB instance

Keep your data consistent and protected
Amazon RDS includes several layers of protection, so you can be conﬁdent your
data will maintain durability and integrity.

Automated backup
and restore

Purpose-built Aurora
storage system

Automated backups
and manual
snapshots

Fault-tolerant,
self-healing, and
auto-scaling

Point-in-time
recovery

Replicates 6 copies of
your data across 3 AZs

Last restorable time:

Backtracks within
seconds to any point
in time

RDS: ~5 minutes
Aurora: Any point

Read replicas help keep data secure
Encryption
Between source DB and
read replica
At rest

Prepare your global applications for
disaster recovery
Protect your data through ﬁre, ﬂood, and everything in between.

Cross-Region Read Replicas with
Amazon RDS

Global deployments with Aurora Global
Database

Dispersed across regions distinct from primary
database
Promote to new standalone DB as needed

Cross-region disaster recovery
Up to 5 secondary regions with 16 read
replicas in each

5 in-region and cross-region replicas per source
Bring data close to applications in diﬀerent
regions

In-place conversion from regional to

Low-latency reads via data access closest to user

Low-latency reads, wherever the user is located
Sub-second data access in any region

global DB

Managed failover and managed RPO
Write forwarding to read replicas
Apps can write locally, and updates are
forwarded to the primary region

Supercharged recovery at global scale

Typical RPO:
1 sec

Typical RTO:
<1 min

Companies beneﬁtting from HA and DR
with Amazon RDS

Create consistent, scalable, global applications with conﬁdence
via the high availability, durability, and disaster recovery
beneﬁts of Amazon RDS.

Learn More
aws.amazon/com/rds

